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Form Function Redesign

Daikin, not only is the leader of advance energy-saving
technologies for air conditioning but also highly focus on
the product design that will cater to the changing lifestyle
of consumers. Then the perfect combination of the best
technologies and the best design becomes ENVi Series.
Daikin ENVi Series has developed from the concept of
Design is everything, this is why Daikin ENVi Series is
outstanding from other air conditioners no matter when
it turns on or off, with the working sound level as quiet as
a whisper only 19dB.
When combined with energy saving technology Inverter,
and newly adopted R32 refrigerant which can reduce the
global warming better, it makes the Daikin ENVi Series
innovative solutions worthy for your home.

The innovative design combined with the excellent
inverter technology from Daikin ENVi Series can make
the COP as high as 4.81 so you could save energy.

Daikin ENVi Series has 3D air flow system
and 2-area Intelligent eye helping to quickly
create an even distribution of cool and fresh
air flow throughout the room for everyone's
comfort

DAIKIN ENVi SERIES IS A HIGHLY INTELLIGENT SYSTEM

To ensure a harmonised temperature throughout
the room, the Daikin ENVi Series 3D air flow
s ystem co mbines vert ical and ho rizo ntal
auto-swing creating an even distribution of air
throughout the room to the corners of even large
spaces.

ENVi series realizes superior design and high efficiency at the
same time using the new refrigerant R32 and Daikin’s energy
saving technology.

Rapid changes in room temperature can disturb your sleep. To avoid this, Daikin ENVi Series prevents
overheating or overcooling during the night. If the timer is switched on, the unit will automatically
set the temperature to 0.5°C warmer when cooling and to 2°C cooler when warming.

Daikin is the world’s first to use R-32 refrigerant for Residential Aircon which will not destroy
the ozone layer and also reduce the global warming by up to 3x from the current refrigerant
(compare with the R410A), more energy-saving with the efficiency and better features in
cooling conduction that using 30%* less refrigerant. You can be a part in helping to
save this planet by choosing Daikin ENVi Series which uses R32 refrigerant
and also help saving money for your family as well.

Experience a new dimension of relaxation, you can have a sound sleep more than ever,
Daikin ENVi Series works at the sound level as only 19 decibels* which is just like a
whisper*. You will not even notice any noise from the air conditioner
and get fully relaxation.

Function List of ENVi Series
ENVi Series

The easy-to-use remote unit gives you absolute control of the room temperature
from wherever you are. Sit back, check the large display and put all of Daikin ENVi Series’s
built-in intelligence to work through user-friendly buttons.

SMART WLAN CONTROL/
SMART ENERGY SAVING
The plug-and-play extra WLAN device (see note on page 10)
allows you to set and even schedule the temperature from
anywhere, using Apple or Android systems. So you can manage
the unit when away from home, offering optimal climate control
while saving energy.

